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DrNAS - Effective, Robust, Efficient NAS framework

➢ Effective:
○ Constraint architecture distribution learning
○ Strike a balance between exploration and exploitation

➢ Robust:
○ SOTA results across various spaces and datasets
○ Theoretical benefit to improve generalization

➢ Efficient:
○ Low GPU memory overhead & direct search on large-scale tasks
○ Gradient-based optimization



Directly learn an architecture weight doesn’t work

Liu et al. “DARTS: Differentiable Architecture Search.” In ICLR, 2019.
Arber Zela. et al. “Understanding and robustifying differentiable architecture search.” In ICLR, 2020.
Chen & Hsieh. “Stabilizing Differentiable Architecture Search via Perturbation-based Regularization.” In ICML, 2020.

➢ Distorted structures
○ All operations are skip-connection

➢ Sharp landscape
○ Overfit the validation set
○ Blowing Hessian norm

➢ Significant performance degradation
○ Insufficient exploration



Learn an architecture distribution instead

➢ Distribution learning naturally encourages exploration compared with point estimation

➢ Additional distance constraint
○                 leads to sparse samples with 

high variance (instability)
○                 leads to dense samples with 

low variance (insufficient exploration)
○ Add a penalty term with the anchor



Efficient gradient-based optimization

➢ Pathwise derivative estimator
○ Approximate the gradient of Dirichlet samples

➢ Alternative updates between network weight and architecture distribution

➢ Determine the operation by the most likely one in expectation (Dirichlet mean)

➢ The learnt distribution can be beneficial in a post search phase (resource restrictions)

Liu et al. “DARTS: Differentiable Architecture Search.” In ICLR, 2019.
Jankowiak & Obermeyer. “Pathwise derivatives beyond the reparameterization trick.” In ICML, 2018.



Theoretical benefit of improved generalization

➢ We prove that minimizing the expected validation loss controls the trace norm 
of the Hessian matrix



Progressive learning scheme

➢ A direct search on large-scale tasks, no gap between search and evaluation

➢ Progressively increase the fraction of channels that are forwarded to the 
mixed-operation and meanwhile prunes the operation space



Strong Empirical Results

➢ On NAS-Bench-201, we achieve the best accuracy on all 3 datasets
➢ Oracle on CIFAR-100 with 0 variance



Exploration vs. Exploitation

➢ Accuracy range of 100 sampled architectures vs. Dirichlet mean

➢ DrNAS learns to encourage exploration at the early stages and then gradually 
reduces it towards the end



On CIFAR-10 and ImageNet

2.46% test error on CIFAR-10 23.7% top-1 test error on ImageNet



DrNAS
Effective, Robust, Efficient NAS framework

Code: https://github.com/xiangning-chen/DrNAS

https://github.com/xiangning-chen/DrNAS

